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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During February 11 through 15, 1991 a Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC)
inspection team conducted a motor-operated valve (MOV) inspection at the

-Joseph M. farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2 (FNP). The inspection focused on
the programs implemented at FNP to address NRC Generic Letter 89-10
" Safety-Related Motur-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillar:e," and was accom-
>l1shed in accordance with NRC Temporary Instruction 2515/109, " Inspection
Requirements for Generic Letter 89-10, Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve
Testing and Surveillance." The team reviewed the programs and arogram imple-
mentation for performing MOV design basis reviews, for establis11ng MOV switch
settings, for performing differential pressure and flow testing, for performing
MOV training, and for performing MOV maintenance, as well as other related MOV
activities.

Thc team found that a generally sound MOV program had been developed and
implemented at FNP. However, the team did identify several weaknesses during
the course of the inspection. Failure to validate the applicability of the
MOVATS d6ta base and vendor-calculated thrust rq uirements to non-tested groups

, of valves was one of two significant weak.r. esses. The other significant weak-
.

ness concerned Alabama Power Company's (the licensee's) failure to verify the
'

applicability to similar non-tested valves of valve thrust data taken from
tested valves. Recent operating experience and research results indicate that
MOVs appearing identical can have significantly different performance
characteristics.

Other weaknesses included the lack of verification of the total system accura-
cies associated-with the use of the MOVATS diagnostic equipment, the lack of-a
method for i.mplementing recomendations obtained by the MOV trending program,
the absence of an evaluation of high temperature effects on motor torque and
actuator thrust capabilities -and the lack of an auditable rationale for
selecting minimum and maximum thrust values and for updating these values -
based upon current program requirements.

Apparent strengths within the generic letter program included the licensee's
involvement with MOV industry groups and evaluation of industry-information,
the thermal-overload sizing and selection evaluations, the MOV maintenance
program and maintenance training, and the knowledge of the FNP individuals
involved in the MOV effort.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

On June 28, 1989, the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) staff issued Generic
letter 89-10. " Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance,*
requesting licensees and construction permit holders to establish a program to
ensure that switch settings are selected, set, and maintained proptrly for
safety related motor-operated valves (HOVs) and certain other HOVs in
safety-related systems. This generic letter expanded the recomendations in
the Office of Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin 85 03, " Motor-Operated Valve
Comon Mode failures During Plant Transients Due to improper Switch Settings"

and its Supplement 1 (April 27, 1988). The bulletin and(November 15,1985), limited to MOVs in certain safety-related systems and didits supplement were
not involve the effort requested by Generic Letter 89-10.

The staff held public workshops to discuss the generic letter and to answer
ainstions regarding its implementation. On June 13, 1990, the staff issued
Supplement 1 to Generic Letter 89-10 to provide the results of those public
workshops. Supplement 2 of the generic letter was issued on August 3, 1990, to
delay nnsite inspections of the licensees' programs until at least January 1,
1991, to allow time for licensees and construction permit holders to incorpo-
rate the information provided in Supplement 1 into their H0V programs.

In response to concerns raised by the results of HRC-sponsored MOV tests, the
staff issued Supplement 3 to Generic Letter 89-10 on October 25, 1990, request-
ing licensees of boiling water reactors to evaluate the capability of H0Vs used
for containment isolation in the steam supply lines to the high pressure
coolant injection and reactor core isolation cooling systems, in the supply
line to the reactor water cleanup system, and in the lines to the isolation
condenser, as applicable. The staff also indicated that all licensees and
construction permit-holders should consider the applicability of-the-informa-
tion obtained from the NRC-sponsored tcsts to other HOVs within the scope of
Generic Letter 89-10 and should consider this information in the development of
priorities for implementing the generic letter program.

The NRC team followed Temporary Instruction 2515/109(TI)(January 14,1991),
" Inspection Requirements for Generic Letter 89-10, Safety-Related Motor-
Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance," in performing this inspection at the
Joseph H. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2 (FNP). The team concentrated on
Part 1- of the temporary instruction and evaluated Alabama Power company's (the
licensee's) program to provide assurance that the HOVs within the scope of
Generic Letter 89-10 are capable of operating under design basis differential
pressure and flow conditions. The inspectors also addressed Part 2 of the
instruction and evaluated the implementation of the program by sampling seven
HOVs that the licensee indicated had been sized, set, and tested in accordance
with its program. 'Althougn the licensee had developed a sound program to
resolve the MOV issue at FHP, certain concerns regarding the licensee's program[ need to be resolveo. Tne rpecific areas reviewed and the team's findings are
described in sections 2 through 5 of this repcrt. Each finding that was
designated as an open item is provided in Appendix A. A list of persons
attending the exit meeting is provided in Appendix B.

/
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2.0 REVIEW OF THE LICENSEL'S GENERIC LETTER PROGRAM

in its submittal dated December 28, 1989, the licensee comitted to have )
available a description of and schedule for its Generic Letter 8910 program. '

As required by Section 04.01 of the T1, the team reviewed the documentation
describing the licensee's program in response to the gereric letter and dis-
cussed the program in detail with licensee personnel.

As required by Section 04.02 of the TI, the team reviewed the, licensee's
response to each aspect of Geteric Letter 89-10. The inspec+1on findings are
described btlow.

2.1 Generic Letter Program Scope

The scope of Generic Letter 89-10 includes all safety-related MOVs and other
MOVs that are position-changeable in safety-related piping systems. In Supple-
ment 1 to the generic letter, the staf f defined " position-changeable" as any
MOV in a safety-related piping system that could be inadvertently operated as a
result of an action in the control room,

in Electrical Maintenance Procedure FhP-0-EMP-1005.02 (Rev. 2 February 8,
1991), 'FNP User Guide for Motor Operated Valves, Dampers, and Louvers," the
licensee specified that all MOVs locateo in safety-related piping systems are
considered within the scope of its generic letter program. By review of the
piping and instrumentation diagrams for the chemical and volume and control,
safety injection, and residual heat remova' (RHR) systems, the inspectors
confirmed that thi MOVs in those systems were listed in the electrical mainte-
nanct procedure. }
The licensce identified 356 MOVs to be includtd in its generic letter arogram
(177MOVsperunitand2MOVssharedbetweenunits). By comparison, tie
licensee's program in response to Bulletin 85-03 included 37 HOVs per unit.
The licensee was not planning to reduce the number of MOVs in the program by
preventing inadvertent operation. However, the licenset did consider inter-
locks and other mechanismt to prevent inadvertent operatica in addressing the
margin available in the capability of an MOV. This approach was acceptable.

2.2 Design Basis Revitws

In recomended action *a" of Generic Letter 89-10, the staf f requests tht
review and documentation of the design basis for the operation of each MOV
within the scope of the generi: letter program to determine the maximum differ-
ential pressure and flow and raher design basis parameters (such as voltage)
expected for rurmal and abnormal conditions.

FNP Project Desk Instructions (PDl) 005.3 (Revision 1, January 8 1991)
"EngineeringGuidelinesUsedinFNPMOVProgram,"describedthelicensee,'s
process for conductin The elements of this revieware discussed below. g the design basis reviews.

2.2.1 Differential Pressure Requirements

ThelicenseeexaminedtheWestinghouseElectricCorporation(Westinghouse) ,

equipment spccifications, FNP piping specifications, the FNP Final afety i

2 1
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Analysis Report (FSAR), valve procurement specifications, and other appropriate
documents to obtain the maximum differential pressure and flow conditions for
each MOV in the scope of the genric letter program. The licensee applied the
worst case differential pressure conditions for opening and closing each MOV.:
The licensee selected this approach because, as part of its response to Bulle-'

tin 85 03, it had evalJated individual scenarios and had found that the differ-
ential pressures from the above docuw nts bounded the results of the

,

i examination of indivioual scenarios. Although not specifically discussed in
.

its guicelines, the licensee's design basis reviews encompassed the considera-
tion of valve mispositioning by selecting the worst case differentiel pressure'

conditions that cov1d be experienced by each HOV And applying those conditions'

to both opening and closing the valve.

In some cases, the selected worst case differential pressure was significantly'

greater than the maximum differential pressure that would likely be experienctd
by the NOV during any plant event. For example, the selected differential
pressure for MOV 8889 was 2750 pounds per square inch differential (psid)
although the licenset indicated that tie piping was sind for 700 pounds per
squareinchgauge(psig).

2.2.2 Reduced Voltage capability of MOVs

The licensee calculeted the pullout thrust capabilities for each MOV using 60
percent of the voltage rating for that motor. TkP clectrical calcul6tions

; irdicated that ell safety related H0Vs will be supplied with more than 80
percent veltage af ter a loss of culant accident (LOCA) if voltages before a4 .

LOCA are assumed to be at the lowest expected grid voltage. This lowest '

expected grid voltage was determined by a licensee study of the electrical
distribution system and was higher than the corresponding degraded grid relay
setpoints. However,ifprtLOCAvoltagesareinstead.ostumedtobejustabove
the degraded grid relay setpoints, :,ome M0Vs might be supplied with itss than-

80 percent voltage after e LOCA. Also, during the initial 5 to 10 seconds of 6
postulated LOCA, the majority of the MOVs required to chahge position at- this
time might receive voltages less than 80 percent. Thtafore, thi licensee
performed a specific analysis to bitter determine actual motor terminal voltages
and actual differential pressures Expected across the affected valves. These
refined calculations indicated that acequate thrust would be available to stroke ,

most of the valves at the expected reduced voltage. For those HOVs still not
acceptable, FNp perfornied a stall test using reduced voltage conditions. During
this test, the actual expected reduced voltage was applied to an M0Y, the valve
stem was driven into a load cell, and spring pack displacement was usspred
using MOYATS diagnostic equipment. The corresponding thrust vnue was then
adjusted by the ratio of the pullout to stall thrusts. FNp u able to justify
the reduced voltage capability of the remaining actuators w',ti the stall-test
thrust numbers, which were considerably higher than those tiet would be
calculated using the standard Limitorque equations.

,

FNP also used the stall test as a basis to justify other MOVs that would,

'

receive more than 80 percent voltage but whose calculated thrust output web
inedtquate at 80 percent. The team was concerned that the stall test could
give unrealistically high thrust values bv .;se the rate of-loading and other
concerns were not yet quantified. In acostion, other margins (such as conser-
vativecesignbasisdifferentialpressureandvoltage)thataccountfor

3
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. uncertainties in N0Y performance were not considered because of the refined
!' calculations. Ahhough the team f'ound no specific instance where reduced .

voltagc stall testing was trisused, it expressed concern about overreliance on
this testing methodology. )

2.2.3 Harsh Environmental Effects;

: The licensoc did not specifically address the possible effects of a harsh
environwnt on the thrust capability of the motor actuators. Although all FNP
actuators required to be environ'nentally qualified have apparently been 50, the
qualification tests did not include provisions for quantifying high temperature
effects on motor-torque and actuator-thrust capabilities. Although the
licensee attempted to relate the standard equations for calculating a motor's;

torque capability to increases in temperature, a review of those calculations
showed that at locked-rotor conditions, the torque of an ac motor would de-
crease with increasing motor stator resistance. Cortsspondingly, the stator
resistance would increase with incru sing temperatures. Although high tempera-
tures would operently cause a decrease in motor torque, the magnitude of the
ef ftct of sucra decrease could not be determined. This issue is identified as

| Open item 91-201 01 in Appendix A of this teport.

2.2.4 Thermal Overloads
,

i Thermal overload devices for MOVs are not bypassed dring a safety injection
signal at ThP. The licensee uses thermal overloads v.en the opened and/or
closed torque switch is bypassed as protection against spring pack hydraulic
locking and valve thermal binding or pressure locking.

The licensee established three criteria for the sirir.g of the thermal over- ]
<,

leids. The first two of those criteria were for ensuring valve operability,

while the third was for protecting the motor actuator. The first criterion was
to ensure that overloads were sized to allow for one complett valve stroke,
either closeddo-opened or opened to closed, while drawing twice the full load
amperes. The sec6nd criterion'was to size the overloads to allow 10 percent of
the design stroke time (with a minimum of 2 seconds and a maximum of 4 seconds)
at the rated locked-rutor current. The third criterion was to ensure the
thermal ovtrioad will trip at or before the reted safe stall time of the fautor
actuator at rated locked-rotor current.

'

In.the sizing process, the licensee gave precedence to the operational criteria
over the protection criterion. Of tae 221 HOVs reviewed to date, all met the
three sizing criteria except for approximately 20. Those that did not meet all
sizing criteria were properly sized to ensure operability.

The plots of runr.ing current versus time for selected valves that had been:
' subjected to full differential pressure testing indicated that the licensee's

thermal overload selection process was acceptable and encompassed all MOVs
presently in the program. FNP's siring of thermal overloads was considered a
strength by the inspection team,

,

t )
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2.3 MOV Switch Settings

in recunrnended action *b" of Generic Letter 8910, tht staff requests licer,stes
review, and revise as necessary, the methods for selecting and setting all MOV
switches.

FNP PD1 005.3 described the licensee's process for sizina HOVs and setting
their switches. To size and set an MOV, the licensee (1) determined a maximum
and minimum torque switch thrust for that MOV on the basis of the worst-case
differential pressure determined from its design basis review and (2) evaluated
the capability of the MOV to deliver the required thrust. The licensee then
used tit M0 VATS diagnostic equipment to set the torque switch to achieve tht-
daired thrust at torque switch trip. The licensee records torquL switch
settings, but relies on M0 VATS readings for the control of MOV thrust output.

The licensee determined a maximum 6110wable thrust from the lowest value of the
vehe thrust retir6 the actuctor thrust rating, the spring poch compression
limit, and the actuator pullout thrust at reduced voltage conditions. The
licensee then reduced this value by an amount intended to compensate for H0 VATS
equir'nent inaccuracy and torque switt.h repeatability. The torque switch
limiter plates were sized and installed for each MOV using the maximum allow-
able thrust.

The licensee determined the minimum regt. ired thrust by using the dynamic thrutt
(i.t: , tr e thrust nect ssary to overcome the ma).imum differential pressure ano
flow conditions) above the measured running load. The licenset ostained a
value for mini'num required dyr,amic thrust from eithtr (1) an in situ design
basis differential pressurt and flow test of the MOV at FNP, (2) the applica.
tion of data (using a 90 sercent confidence beno) from tests of MOVs at farley
considered identical by tie licensee, (3) the application of the database
compiled by the MOYATS manuf acturer, or (4) the use of vendor-calculated thrust
values. The licensee increased the minimum thrust value by an amount intended
te compensate for MOVATS equipment inaccuracy and torque switch repeatability.

The team's concerns regarding the licensee's method for the selection of
minimum ru,uired thrust are discussed below

(1) In applying test data between MOVs that havt or have not twen subjected to
a differer,tial pressure test, the licensee constructed a plot of measured
thrust versus differentiel pressure for tested MOVs that it considered to
b t. physic 611y identical, from a least-squares fit line through the data
points, the licensee drew a 90 percent confidence band curve for use in
estimating required minimum thrust for other MOVs that it considered
identical to those tested. To avoid biasing the confidence band, the
licensee indicated that only one data point for each MOV was plotttd. The
inspectors stated that a 90 percent confidence hvel that an MOV will
operate under design basis conditions is by itself unacceptable, furthtr,
the licensee's comparison of MOVs did not adequately address the perfor-
mance characteristics of the MOVs under various differential pressure and
flow conditions,

.m, the licensee comitted to perform a detailed compari-for the s" '

son of the u egnostic traces obtained during static testing of the MOVs.
However, because an accepted relationship between the performance of MOVs
at static conditions and at high differential pressure conditions does not

b
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currently exist, the staff cannot accept the licensee's use of
physical parameters and static test characteristics to justify, general f

!)-
over the

long terni, tht capability of the MOVs not tested under design basis
differtntial pressure conditions. Therefore, the licensee comraitted to
obtain infornation from a program being developed by the Electric Power
Retearch Institute (or other sources) to determine whether the MOVs have
similar performance characteristics that allow the application of test
cate between thtm. If the licensee is unable to justify the applicability
of the ttst data from other HOVs, the staff will expect the licensee to
demonstrate by some other means that the MOVs are capable of operating
under design basis conditions. This concern is identified as Open Item
91 201 02 in Appendix A of the report.

(2) The licensee applied minimum required thrust estimates from the MOVATS:

data base and vendor calculations without demonstrating that this informa-
tion is appropriate for the MOVs at FNP. A memorandum dated FebrLary 8,
1991, by S. L. Gates indicated that the M0 VATS data base would have
adequately predicted the thrust for only 64 percent of the 55 MOVs tested
under differential pressure conditions at FNP, and that 83 percent of the
55 tested MOVs would have been bounded by the M0 VATS data base if certain
tested MOVs in the auxiliary feedwater (AfW) system had been excluotd.'

Hc+ever, this increase in the success percentage did not appear appropri-
ote because the licenset had not confirmed that other groups of MOVs with
excessively high thrust requirements (such cs the tested AFW MOVs) dio not
exist at TNP. For example, the licensee indicated that the torque switches
for 46 motor-operated gate valves with a design basis differential >ressure
of 100 psid were set using the H0 VATS data base, despite the fact tiat no ~

-

differential pressure tests of those MOVs had been conducted. Similarly, I
the licenste indicated that the torque switches of 20 motor-operated gate
vehes with a design basis differential pressure of 700 psid aad been set
using vendor information without any of those MOVs being
differential pressure ttsted. The licensee stated that many of those
700 psid MOVs had significant margin in their assumed design basis
differential pressure although the margin had not been specifically
quantified.

Through a conference call, the team discussed the MOVATS data base with
licensee personnel and representatives of the diagnostic equipment vendor.
The MOVATS representatives indicated that the data base for gate valves
combined various valve sizes, manufacturers, and operating conditions by
plotting required thrust versus a calculation using differential pressure
and seat and stem areas. (The calculation appeared to be the typical
vendor thrust equation with an assumed 0.3 valve factor.) Further the
M0 VATS representatives indicated that data bases existed for valve, opening

and closing, fore, the team determined that such a purely statistical data
but that 75 data points or less were contained in each data

base. There
base was unacceptable without specific justification of its conservatism
for those MOVs f9r which it was used, because of the wide range of perfor-
mance characteristics of valves under various conditions.

In addition, the-tea'n was concerned about the adequacy of the licensee's
use of the-valve vendor thrust calculations, particularly after the
licensee had noted (Gates memorandum) that the vendor equation would have i

e
,
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adequately predicted the required thrust for only 30 percent of the
55 tested HOVs. Another memorandum dated February 7 1991, by
J. E. Garlington discussed the licensee's determinatlon in response to
Du11etin 85 03 that HOV 3764 A through F in both units required 150 to
250 percent more thrust to open and close under differential pressure
conditions than predicted by vendor calculations. Consequently, the
motor operators for those valves had to be modified by increasing the
gear ratios and installing heavier spring packs to allow more thrust to
be delivered.

The licensee's use of the MOVATS data base and vendor calculations to sitt-
and set the MOVs is adequate for the near term because most of those MOVs
had low design basis differential pressures or appeared to have signifi.
cant margin in the selection of their design basis differential pressures.
Nonetheless, the licensee will need to demonstrate that the MOVA15 data
base and vendor calculations provide conservative thrust estimates for
those MOVs. The licensee conrnitted to evaluate and to test selteted MOVs
to justify the applicability of the MOVATS data base and vendor calcula.
tions. This issue is identified as Open Item 91-201-03 in Appendix A of
this report.

_

(3) Setpoint data sheets were prepared and are maintained for each HOV within
the generic letter program. Among the information provided on those
sheets are MOV size and manufacturer, design basis conditions, and thrust
requirements. However, those data sheets did not indicate the rationale
for selecting the minimum and maximum thrust limits and the new maximum
thrust limit for those actuators that could receive less than 80 percent
voltage. In addition, thc licensee should reevaluate the minimum thrust
requirements on the basis of updated estimates of the accuracy of the
MOVATS equipment and reflect cry changes on the setpoint data sheets. Thc
licensee also should correct the data sheet information regarding maximum
allowable thrust-limits when ongoing reevaluations are completed. The
licensee has conrnitted to make the above changes to the MOV setpoint data
sheets. This issue is identified as Open Item 91-201-04 in Appendix A of
this report.

The team commended the licensee for completing its design basis reviews and
switch settings calculations before scheduling MOVs for adjustment and testing,
but reminded the licensee to be alert for instances where the design basis
reviews and switch setting calculations reveal that an HOV would not.be capable
of operating under design basis conditions. In such cases, the licensee is
obligated to follow the requirements of the NRC regulations and its technical
specifications to report a determination that an MOV is not operable and to
take appropriate action as specified in the technical specifications.

2.a Design-Basis Differential Pressure and Flow Testing

In recommended action 'c" of the generic letter, the staff requests licensees
to perform in situ tests on MOVs within the scope of the generic letter program
at their design basis differential pressure and flow conditions. If this
testing is not practicable, the staff allows alternate methods to be used to

'7
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; demonstrate the capability-of the MOV. If design _ basis testing is not practi.

cable and an alternate method cannot be justified, the staff suggests a )4
i

two stage approach in which a licensee would evalu6te the capability of the MOV !
3 using the best data available and then would work to obtain applicable test,

data within the schedule of the generic letter.

TNP PD1005.3 and the internal licensee memorandum dated February 8,1991, by
; S. L. Gates described the licensee's method of demonstrating the capability of

MOVs within the generic letter program. In response to Bulletin 85-03, the;

licensee tested 28 and 27 MOVs in Mnits 1 and 2, respectively, under partial or !

full-differential pressure conditions. The licensee indicated in a letter-

dated August 15, 1988, to the NRC that, in response to Bulletin 85-03, 34 NOVs +

had bsen tested at 90 percent of design basis differential pressure or greater.
Under its generic letter program the licensee stated that each MOV was being,

tested using M0 VATS diagnostic equipment under static conditions, but that it
had not performed any additional design basis testing.,

The licensee is not following the reconenendations of Generic Letter 89-10 for
,

cenionstrating the capability of MOVs to function under design basis conoitions.
Rather than testing each MOV under design basis conditions where practicable,"

the licensee established the following set of r.riteria to determine whether to i

perform design basis testing of an MOY: (1) testing does not place the plant
in a' condition outside the limits defined in the Technical S)ecifications;
(2)thetest.doesnotendangerpersonnelorequipment;(3)tiedesignbasis
differential pressure is greater than 300 psid; (4) a test pressure of at least,

50 percent of the design basis differential pressure can be achieved; and
(5)thetestcanbeconductedwithinstalledplantequipment. On the basis of sc

these criteria, the licensee has not scheduled any differential pressure ] 1

testing beyond the 55 MOVs already tested at FNP. As discussed above, where
design basis testing was not conducted, the licensee was using test data from
other MOVs at Tarley, the MOYATS. data base, or vendor calculations in its
efforts to demonstrate MOV capability. ]t
The licensee's te''1 exclusion of any design basis testing for MOVs with a
design basis difforential pressure of less than 300 psid is pacceptable
because the performance characteristics of MOVs under various-differential
pressure conditions are not currently well understood. Although the licensee
might prioritize its testing program on the basis of design basis differential
pressure conditions, justification is needed for d5monstration of MOV
capability even if the design basis differential pressure is less then
300 psid.

With a test pressure of at least 50 )ercent of the design basis differentihl
I pressure, the licensee stated that tie results could be extrapolated to design-

,

basis conditions. For the mest part, the licensee performed th6 extrasolations <

. (1) over s'nall pressure ranges for high differential pressures (less tien
'

10 percent) and (2) for MOVs with low design basis differential pressures
(e.g. 200 psid). On-the basis of its MOV test data, the licensee believed
that the extrapolation of test data can be estimated using a linear formula
from zero to beyond the test differential pressures. The licensee's linear
extrapolation of test data was acceptable for the limited test-data ranges
reviewed. The staff will expect the licensee to provide specific justification ,-

8
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| for any other extrapolation of test data (such as over longer ranges at high
differential pressures).

!

{ As (iscussed earlier, the licensee selected design basis differential pressures
that, in some cases, were significantly greater than the maximum differential,

pressure that wcule likely be experienced by the MOV during any plant event.
Such highly conservative assumptions of design basis differential pressures can
result in a determination that testing of MOVs in situ under design basis
differential pressure and flow conditions is not practicable. Such conserva-

tism should nct be used to restrict MOV testing t1at is practicable.
J

: The licensee indicated that no tests of globe or butterfly valves had been
performed under desi n basis differential pressure and flow conditions.
Although the most si nificant performance concerns have been related to gate

4

i vahts, the staff wi 1 expect the licensee to justify the capability of globe
and butterfly valves as part of its generic letter program.

;

2.5 Periodic Verification of MOV Capability

1 in recomended action *d" of the generic letter, the staff requests that
licensees prepare or revise procedures to ensure that adequate MOV switch
settings are determined and maintained throughout tht life of the plant, in,

Paragraph j of the generic letter, the staff recomends that th surveillance'

: inteival be based on the safety importance of the MOV as well as its mainte-
nance and performence history, but that the interval not exceed 5 years or'

three refueling outages. Further the capability of the MOV will need tc be
verified if the MOV is replaced, modified, or overhauled to an extent that the:

' e).isting test results are not representative of the MOV.

In its response to the generic letter, the licensee stattd that procedures and
administrative centrols were in place for initially determining settings ar.d
for controlling activities that could alter the settings; procedures or guid-
ance would be developed to provide for periodic testing to verify that the
settings re'nain adequate; the periodic test interval would be established in
the future; and post-m61ntenance testing would be uced to verify switch,

settings following maintenance (as necessary, based on the maintenance
performed).

' The licensee has initiated actions to provide for periodic verification of
switch settings although the verification process was not yet fully defined or
controlled procedurally. According to the licensee's MOV coordinating engi-,

neer, the procedures for controlling the verification testing and related
activities were under development. The licensee planned to verify switch
setting adequacy within 5 years of the initial setting. The initial setting of
the MOVs in accordance with the practices currently used by the licensee began
in 1987 in response to NRC Bulletin 85-03; therefore, first verifications would
start by 1992. The periodic verification was included in the preventivt
maintenance (pM) schedule. The Unit 1 PM schedule, for example, provided for
periodic performance of procedure FNP-0-EMP-1501.05 on MOVs in the generic
letter program at a frequency of 5 years or less. This-procedure is used to
inspect 6nd adjust the electrical components of HOVs and was in the process of- *

being revised to specify and control the future switch setting verifications
and associated activities. The team found that the redrafted procedure

,
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specified a flowpath for MOV testing, inspection, trending of related data, .

end other activities, through reference to other procedures. Several of the
procedures referorced were to be issued later, l

MOVs within the scope of the generic letter program thtt require maintenance
are ref trred to the MOV engineer by the maintenance planners for specification
of appropriate post-maintenance testing to ensure that adequate settings are
maintained. procedure FNP-0-EMP-1501.06, Attachment 14, * Suggested Guidelines
for MOV Retesting" provide;, pcst-maintenance testing guidance as well as
instructions for periodic testing and maintenance of MOVs using M0 VATS,

2.6 MOV Failurts, Corrective Actions, and Trending

in rccomended action "h" of the generic letter, the staff requests that
licenstes analyze or justify each MOV failure and corrective action. The
docuntntation should include the results and history of each as-found deterio-
rated condition, nalfunction, test, inspection, analysis, repair, or altera-
tion. All documentation should be retained and reported in accordance with
plant requirements. It is also suggested that the material be periodically
examined (overy 2 years or af ter tach refueling outage af ter program implemen.
%ation) as part of the monitoring and feedback effort to esta'lish trends ofa

MOV opertbility. Those trends could provide the basis for c licensee revision
of the testing frequency established to periodically verify the adequacy of POV
switch' settings. The generic letter indicatts that a well-structured and
component-oriented systcm is necessary to track, capture, and share equipment
history dcta.

The licensee has implemented controls for documenting MOV failures, including }
corrective actions performed. The deficiencies and corrective actions are
identifiedonmaintenanceworkrequests(MWRs)inaccordancewithprocedure
AP-52. Historical information from these work requests is entered in the
licensee's computerized cata base and is retrievable by equipment number.
Historical data of interest for a given MOV is identified by MOV equipment
number or equipment numbers of its associated actuator, limit switch or breater.
The licensee indicated that the equipment number for a given MOV maintenance
item might h6ve been in some cases incorrectly identified. For example, repair
of an MOV's limit switch might have been identified with that valve's equipm(nt
number either because the valve number was more easily obtained or the limit
switch was not originally known to be deficient when a valve deficiency was
noted and recorded. However, the licensee was correcting the data base to
reflect the proper equipment numbers fer repairs. The effort was about 50
percent complete.

!
Codes were used to identify the cause of failure for the MWRs and the work
history data base. The responsible maintenance foreman for each MWR determined
the cause code. However, during a NRC maintenance team inspection at FNP in
1989, code entries were often found incorrect. At the tinee of this inspection,
the licensee had efforts under way to improve cause code entries and ma te the
data more useful in assessing equipment performance and maintenance adequacy,

i In addition to the equipment history recorded from MWRs the more significant
failures also were recorded on incident reports for more detailed technical
review and analysis in accordance with Procedure AP 30. Thc 1990 and 1991 file

.

'

!
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MIR90 005, 021, and _025) ports (specifically, report numbers MIR91002 andi of maintenance iricident re
shwed that root causes of failure and appropriatt-'

j corrective actions to preclude recurrence were identified.

Procedure FNP 0 EMP 1005.4 provides the requirements for an annual assessment
i of MOV failures. Hownser, the controlling procedure was issued February 7,
! 1991, and the recently compitted assessunt of 1990 MOV failures was issued

about one week earlier. Information for the assess'ntnt had been obtained by:

reviewing separate work order history printouts tcr all MOVs (not just'

safety rtleted or those in the SL 89-10 program), all actuators and all 600
volt breakers. However, it appeared that so'ne degradation and failures de-

;

i scribtd in work requests might have been missed in the review because work
requests for the limit switch equip'nent nunbers were not reviewed. The MOV

F engineer explained that until recent upgrading of the data base entries, little
failure data would have been identified to the limit switch equipment nunbers.'

The asstssment report identified eight MOV failures for 1990 although it did
not identify the valvt s that failed or give any indication of their importance4

to pler.t operation or saf ety. According to the MOV engineer, only two of the
valves were in safety systems and only one performed a safety significant.

function. Only e small amount of data on valve degradation was included in the
report. Degradation inf ormation had been-collteted that was not formally
required Ly procedure and was not in the work order computtri2ed data base.
Th data were recorded on checklists in the course of MOV diagnostic testir;g
and were retairiec with the work request packages. Although these cate had been
co% piled by the MOV system engineer, they had not been utilized in the forma-
tion of the POV periodic essessment report.

As a result of the failurt and degradation data sumarized in the assessment
repurt, six recomendations for improvemen1 were also includtd in the report.
In accordente with thc controlling procedurt, the assessu nt report was
provided to tht Maintenance Engineering Support Group Supervisor for review and

,

d] proval and Was then maintairied as a preventive n6aintenance task record.
T sere was no provision for transmittal of the report or its recomendations to
other management or 6ny indication of how the recomendations should be imple-
mented to provide corrections or improvement to the MOV program.: The absence
of a mechanism for implenienti.ig recomendationc obtained from the MOV assess-
ment report is ictntified as Open Item 91-201-05 in Appendix A of this report.

2.7 Schedule

In Generic Letter 69-10, the staff requested that licensees complete all design
.

basis revitws, analyses, verifications, ti.sts, and inspections that were;

initiated in order to satisfy the generic letter recomended actions by
June 28, 1994 or within three refueling outogt5 after December 28, 1969,
whicheverislater,

procedure FNP 0-EMP-1005.02 provides the schedule for the licensee's generic
letter program. The licensee stated that the design basis rtviews for the 356
MOVs within the scope of the generic letter program were complete. The
licensee had completed initially setting and testing 221 MOVs within the
program and intends to have the remaining MOVs initially set-and tested within
the 5-year schedule. However, because the licensee has made comitments.

11
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regarding additional design basis testing of MOVs that might affect its sched-
ule, it should inform the staff if it determines that the schtdule comitments

.Imight not be met.

3.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LICENSEE's pkOGRAM IN Resp 0NSE TO CEhERIC
LETTER 89 10

.

,

The inspectors selected stven MOVs from FNP Unit 2 tu review the implementation ;

of the licenste's program in response to Generic Letter 8910. Those MOVs were .

MOV 8000A (power operated relief valve (p0kV) block valve, which is a 3 inch
Yelen flexible wedge gate valve): MOV 3350B (stsam generator B AFW isolation
valve, which is a 4 inch Rockwell stop/ check v61ve): MOV 8701A (reactor coolant
system loop C to RHR puv A valve, which is a 12-inch Copes Yulcan flexible
wedge gate valve): MOV 8384 (charging pump to reactor coolent system (RCS) hot
leg isolation valve, which is a 3 inch Velan flexible wedge gate valve): MOV
3764C (motor-driven AFW pump to steam generator 2C isolation valve, which is a
4 inch Velan flexible wedge gatt valve): MOV 3406 (turbine driven AFW pump trip
and throttle valve, which is a 3 inch $chutte & Koerting niechanical throttle
globe-type valve); and MOV 8859 (RHR to Hot Leg valve, which is a 10 inch

-CopesYulcanflexibithedgegatevalve). The licensee demonstrated to the
inspectors that the differential pressure conditions selected for thost MOVs
were conservative.

The team evaluated the licensee's selection of the maximum and mininum torque
switch thrust for each of the seven sample MOVs and their capability to func-
tion under design basis conditions. The licenser had obtaintd approval from
L'estinghouse and Limitorque to-exceed the published rating of the actuator 6 of
MOV 8000A MOV 8884 MOV 37640, and liOV 8889. The licensee had not comp 1tted )its reevaluation of,the maximum allowable thrust for MOV 3400 and certain other
MOVs previously evaluated under the Bulletin 80 03 program. As discusstd in
Section 2.3(3) of this report, the licensee comitted to complete those reviews
and to update its docu'nentation as appropriate. There were no other concerns
regarding the selection of maximum allowable torque switch thrust for the
sample MOVs.

The licensee considered MOV 8000A (a p0RV block valve) impracticable to test
and applied data from other FNp MOVs considered identical. This MOV is appro.
priateforthetwostageapproachdescribedinGenericLetter8910. The first
stage was the licensee $ establishment of switch settings for the MOV using a
90 percent confidence band from test data for other farley MOVs that the
licensee considered identical. For the second stage, the licensee needs to
verify that the performance of this type of MOV is understood to such an extent
that data can be applied among these MOVs. The licensee tested MOV 3350B
near its design basis-differential pressure of 1600 psid. The inspectors hao
no concerns with the testing perforn4d on this MOV. The licensee consicered
testing MOV 8701A at-its design basis differential pressure of 700 asid to be
inipracticable and obtaintd minimum required thrust estimatts from tie H0 VATS
cata base. The licensee stated that this HOV has an interlock that automati--

cally closes at 700 psig and another that automatically opens at 403 psig.
Although the licensee s approach is acceptable for the interim period, tie
licensee will need to justify the applicability of the M0 VATS data base. To
set MOV 8884, the licensee used a 90 percent the confidence band from test data
for other FNP MOVs it considered identical to MOV 8864 although the licensee

( )
v
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indicated that this MOV was testable. The licensee will need to justify the
applicability of the test data to this HOV. The licensee tested MOV 3764C near
the design basis differential 3ressure of 1525 psid and adequately dewonstrated
the capability of this MOV. Tie licensee tested MOV 3406 at 630 psid and
extrapolated-the required thrust to the design basis differential pressure of
1250 psid. This approach was adequate for the interim setting of this MOV
because there are no identified problems with globe valves. However, the staff
exncts the licensee to reevaluate the capability of this MOV as information
regarding globe valve performance is obtained through operating experience and
research results. The licensee considered testing MOV 8889 at the design basis
differential pressure of 2750 psid impracticable because the piping is sized
for 700 psig. Therefore, the torque switch for the MOV was set using informa-
tion f rom Westinghouse for the required minimum thrust. The licensee may be
able to justify the capability of the MOV by quantifying the margin resulting
from the highly conservative design basis differential pressure assumption.

Althcush the sempled MOVs appeared to be sized and set in an adequate manner at
this time, certain of the MOVs will need to be reevaluated to confirm the
current MOV torque switch settings. The licensee should quantify the margins
used, such as the highly conservative design basis differential pressures
assu'ned in some cases. Qu6ntifying the margin is imsortant for justifying the

,

licensee's decision not to test an MOV under design sasis conditions t-ven
thcugh such testing is practicable as defined by_ Generic letter 89-10. Fur-
ther, quantifying the margin is necessary because packing adjustments can
directly affect the margin a)ailable to operate the MOY.

4.0 WALh003

During the walldown evaluations of six MOVs (3019A, 3023A, and 3024A in the
service water system of both units), t sam inspectors recorded valve data which
was compared to the MOV setpoint data sheets. There were no discrepancies
found. The tecm identified that the tcrque switch limiter plate to MOV 3019A
in Unit 2 had been bent to allow the closing torque switch to be set at thi
maximum value specified in p16nt documentation and on the limiter plate. The
bending of the plate had not been recorded on the installation document (Main.
terance Work Request 210900A). However, procecural controls have been
est6blishe6 to prevent exceeding torque switch limits.

5.0 ASSOCIATED PROGRAMMATIC REVIEWS

The team reviewed certain other aspects of the licensee's overall program as
discussed below.

b.1 MOV setpoint Control

The licensee established the methodology for the MOV setpoint documents so that
all MOVs within the scope of Generic Letter 89-10 will be included. Additions
to the setpoint document are incorporated via production change notices in
accordance with the appropriate plant arocedures. When the licensee has
completed its review of all MOVs and tiey have been set in accordance with the
Gentric Letter 89-10 progrcm, the h0V setpoint document will be controlled in
accordance with Administrative procedure FNP-0-AP-4, " Control of plant

13
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Documents and Records.'' The inspectors considered existing and planned con- ,

trols for the MOV setpoint docunent to be acceptable. ) ,

5.2 Inservice Testing

Thelicensee'sinservicetesting(IST)programforMOVsappearedtoconformto
the requirements of Section XI of the ASME Code, in most cases, the program
language was drawn directly from ASME Code Section XI, Subsection IWV. M0Ys

by the IST program'pe of the generic letter program were not adversely affectedincluded in the sco
s relief requests for valve testing.

The licensee had deviated from the recomendations of Generic Letter 89-04,
" Guidance on Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs," with regard to
the selection of the limiting value of full stroke time for determining valve
operability. This generic letter establishes a method for determining a
full-stroke time limit for each valve on the basis of a reference or average
stroke time for that valve. When the limit established by this method is less
than the tine limit designated by the plant's technical specifications (TS) or
the FSAR, the generic letter states that the limit based on the valve's normal
operating characteristics should be used. Instead, the licensee used the TS or'

FSAR limit wherever available, regardless of the valve's-normal range of-stroke
tines. When TS or FSAR limits were not available, the licensee established a

- limit generally in.accordance with Generic Letter 89 04. In some cases the
licensee established limits that.constk red the requirements related to compo-
nents covered by the ASME Code, Section XI, and in other cases only considered
system requirements. As an example, a valve with a TS stroke time limit of'

60 seconds in the closed direction may actually stroke closed in 30 seccnds. }This valve's stroke time could increase graoually over a long period of time
before any action would be required. Thus, the valve could be at a point of
iminent failure while at the same time having a -stroke time well within the TS'

or FSAR limiting value. The licensee's failure to adopt the recomendatiuns
for establishing limiting. values for stroke time testing is identified as Oper.
Item 91-201-06 in Appendix A of this report.

4

- The team inquired as to whether the licensee trended IST -results to identify
sub-threshold changes in valve performance. Operations Directive 86 01 dated
June 17, 1986, established a shift supervisor review to look for trends in-
stroke times. This review was performed each time a stroke tine entry was made
in the surveillance test data book. The cumulative test results for several
valves.showed two adverse trends, both of which had apparently been addressed
by increasing the test frequency.

5.3 Maintenance

- Administrative Procedure FNP-0-AP-53 describes the licensee's maintenance
program.: General Maintenance Procedure FNP-0-GMP-1 establishes the administre-
tive control for the maintenance department's PH program. Electrical Mainte-

nonce Procedure EMP-1005.02 -implen4nts-the program requirements for MOVs, ing [
dampers,-and'iouvers. This procedure provides the guidance for administer
the MOV program on the basis of the licensee's comitments in response to
Generic Letter 8910. The program also addresse.s the lessons learned from
Bulletin 85-03.
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Electrical Maintenance Procedure fitP-0-EMP-1501.06 provides detailed instruc.
tion for the periodic testing and traintenance of Limitorque MOVs using the
MOVATS diagnostic equipment. All MOVs in the program were identified as
"M0 VATS Valves * on the plant's data base computer. In processing MWRs, mainte-
nance planners incicate on the MWR that a valve is a MOVATS valve if so identi-
fied cr. the data base. A daily planning and scheduling office desk guide dated
January 18, 1990, contained instructions to ensure that this information was
incluced on the MWR.

Before an MOV is included in the program, it is inspected, disasse'rbled,
refurbished, and reassembled. The MOV group reviews work requests that might
affect activities that have been performed on valves relative to Generic Letter
89-10. The group also is involved in determining appropriate post-maintenance
work activities. M11ntenance Procedure FNP-0 EMP-1601.06 contains a list of
suggested post maintenance tests for the varicus maintenance activities per-
formed. Activities involving valve disassembly or replacement and packing
adjustment or replacaent are addressed in the maintenance procedure. The
recommended post-maintenance tests focus on verifying that refurbished valve
data are not adscrsely affected, and if so, ensure that complete calibration
and baseline testing are performed.

Plant Frocedure Flip-0-50P-0.6 (Revision 4), "Limitorque MOV Lubrication and
Valve Stem inspection" provides guidance necessary to lubricate Limitorque
mctor operators. Surveillance Procedures FNP-1-li-050, " Master List of Surveil-
lan:e Ru uirements," indicates the lubrication and inspection scheduling for
environmentally qualified MOVs and Flip-1(2)-M 012, " Lubrication Manual," for
all other MOVs. These two procedures indicate a lubrication surveillance
f requency of 18 t.wnths.

140 maintenance activities related to Limitorque issues, such as spring pack
hydraulic lock or relaxation, were observec during the review of a summary of
maintenance histories for Unit 2 valves MOV-8701A, -3764C, -8884, -3406,
-3350E, -8889, and -8000A. The histories included periods before and af ter the
MOV refurbishment activities and included no indication of a generic or unique
problem.

FNP's MOV maintenance program was considered a strength by the inspection team.

5.4 Trai ng

The training department provides site-specific and continuing training to
personnel. Mechanics and electricians receive approxirrately 6 days of initial
training on valves and valve operators. Topics of instruction include valve
types and their components, valve operation, valve failures, lubrication,
disassembly, assembly, and torque switch end limit switch adjustment. A 1-week
retraining session is conducted each year to address problems that occur in the
plant and in the industry. Information provided by the itRC also is addressed
during the retraining sessions.

Personnel in the licensee's training department evaluate plant events,)Insti-tute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) significant event reports (SER , NRC
information notices and industry information to determine the need to incorpo-
rate the information into the training program. All documentation received by

-
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the training department for review is recorded on a ' Plant / industry Operating
Event Log." This log is an internal document that the training department uses -

to track documents and record the disposition of the docuunt following the $

review. The training department also was developing a data base for the -

purpose.

The training department controls to ensure that plant, industry, and NRC
information affecting training is properly addressed was considered a strength
by the team.

5.5 Modifications

The lica:nsee had adequate procedures for performing plant modifications. The
modifications to move the torque switch bypass to a different limit switch
rotor to allow for. setting of the open torque switch bypass independent from
the open and closed limit switches and to change a n>otor to ensure that reductd
voltage torque requirements for the MOV would be adequate were performed in
accordance with the established: procedures. Post modification testing was
specified and good comunications were established between the interfacing
organizations.

5.6 Industry Experience and Vendor Information

Plant Procedure FNP-0-N-028, 'SEE-IN (31gnificant Event Evaluation Informa-
tion Notice) Procedure Manual,' controls the evaluation of industry inforn.stion
and experience from sources such as INPO, Westinghouse, and other vendors. The
Perfornance and Planning group is the onsite organization ressonsible for
ensuring that information received is screened and evaluated oy appropriate ,),

licensee organizations and that appropriate actions are planned.

The' licensee's evaluations and implement 6 tion of eight industry issues concern-
ir:g motor-operated valves selected by the team showed that the licensee is
adequately implementing its SEE-IN program and taking actions to identify and
correct the problems identified in the 10 CFR Pcrt 21 notifications and the
maintenance updates applicable to the plant. The licensee's evaluation of the -

MOV'information was seen as a strength by the inspection team. Conformance
-with GL-83-28 was not evaluated during this inspection.

5.7 'Use of Diagnostics

| The thrust values established as a result of the design basis reviews were used
to set the torque switch for motor-operated valves. All MOVs within the scope
of the licensee's generic letter program will be baseline tested under static

| conditions using M0 VATS diagnostic equipment to establish the torque switch
| settings for the required thrusts. The MOVATS equipment also will be used to

set the limit switches that-indicate open and close positions and for torque
switch bypass. The basic methodology of MOVATS involves obtaining the stem-

| . thrust- or actuator output torque by monitoring spring pack displacement.
|

The licensee has developed procedures to guide the use of M0 VATS equipment in
the field. Licensee personnel qualified to use the equipment were trained by
H0 VATS personnel. Documentation related to M0 VATS diagnostic equipment inaccu-
recies stated that the overall system accuracies varied and were dependent on

v

|
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i ~ the particular ro'npontnts used for measurewnts and the magnitude of the valve2

! thrust being measured. <

i ca a
The MOVATS system ut.es several different components to determine final output'

thrust. 1he accuracies of the devices were )ased on National Institute for
L Standards and_1echnology traceable calibrations, except for the stem strain
1 transducer, the stem strain ring, and the motor load unit. . The overall method-
I ology for dettr%ining the accuracy is generally based on a statistical analysis
' and it W65 unclear tiet any process testing was conducted to confirm the total

- system accuracy from the valve actuator to the MOVATS cutput. Furthermore, the'

M0YAT$ methodology calibrates the torque switch in the open direction by
i comparing spring pack displacement to the measured stem thrust. This calibra-
L tion is then used to set the torque switch in the closed direction. The MOVATS
L Inethodology is based on the assumption that, for a given spring pack deflec-
J tion, the delivered thrust will be the same both ir, the opened and the closed

directions. This 6ssuistion has recently been questioned in the industry and
testing has indicated t1at there are differences in thrust between the open and'

; -clost directions,

i The potential problem with the MOYAT$ equipment accuracy could affect the
i adequacy of the 11censee's generic letter program because the licensee uses

H0 VAT 5 for a significant portion of its program, and the total M0 VATS systemf

accuracy has not been adequately- justified. This concern is identified as Open
item 91 201-07 in Appendix A to this report,

d
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APPENDIX A

Inspection Findings

FINDING CATEGORY AhD NUMBER: OPEN 1T01 91-201-01

FINDlHG TITLE: Effects of High Temperatures on Motor-Torque and
Actuator-Thrust Capabilities

DESCRIPTION OF CONDITION:

T ht. itcensee indicated that a few HOVs would be required to operate after an
accioent ir, environments where sustained elevated temperatures could exist.
However, no specific analysis or testing had been performed to establish what
effects the postulated high temperatures would have on motor-torque and
actuator-thrust ca1 abilities. A preliminary review of the equations calculat-
ir,g motor torque s10wed that under locked-rotor conditions, available motor
torque for 6n ac motor wculd decrease with increasing stator resistanct. Fotor
stator resistance would increase with increases in temperature. Actuator
efficiencies also could be affected by changes in temperature. Although
increases in temperatures could neg6tively affect motor actuator capabilities,
the magnitude of this effect has yet to be quantified.

REQUlkEMENTS GR GENERIC LETTER PROVISION:

Question 16 to Supplement 1 of Generic Letter 89 10 states that the effects of
factors such as high a'rbient. temperature should be addressed analytically as
part of the desigr. basis review process.

i
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FINDING C,ATEGORY AND NUMBER: OPEN ITEM 91 201 02

)a

FINDING TITLEt De'sunstration of the Applicability of Test Data From ./,

; Other MOVs

! DESCRIPTIONOFCONDIT10,N,:

In its efforts to demonstrate the capability of certain HOVs to operate under
]- their design basis conditions, the licensee has ap>1ied data to those M0Ys from

the design basis tests of other MOVs at FNP that tie licensee considered
2 physically identicel. Recent operating experience and research results have

revealed that MOVs appearing identical can have completely different perfor-
: mance characteristics. The licensee has not demonstrated that the data from

tests of MOVs at FNP are applicable to other HOVs. For the short term, the
licensee comitted to perform a detailed comparison of the diagnostic traces
obtained during static testing of the MOVs. For the long term, the licensee
comitted to obtain-information from a program being developed by the Electric
PowerResearchInstitute-(orothersources)todeterminewhethertheHOVshave
similar performance characteristics that allow the application of test datan

between them.

REQUIREMENTS OR GENERIC LETTER PROVISION:

The staff's response to Question 26 in Supplement 1 to Generic Letter 89-10
states that licensees will need to justify the applicability of test data from
one MOV to another and provides guidance on the factors to be considered in
dethonstrating the applicability of test date between MOVs. -

,
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FINDING CATEGORY AND NUMBER: OPEN ITEM 91-201-03

FINDING TITLE: Demonstration of the Applicability of the Required Thrust
Estimates from the MOVATS Data Base and Vendor Calculations

DESCRIPT10h 0F CONDITION:

In its effort to demonstrate the design basis capability of some MOVs, the
licensee used estimates for minimum required thrust for those MOVs based on
test results-from the M0 VATS data bcse and vendor calculations. Despite the
wide range of performance characteristics of MOVs under various conditions, the
data base prepared by the M0 VATS manufacturer for gate valves combines valve
sizes, manufacturers, and operating conditions. Further, the licensee is aware
that the !!0 VATS data base and vendor calculations do not always providu a
conservativt estimate of thrust requirements. The licensee has not demonstrat-
ed that minimum thrust requirements estimated f rom the MOVATS data base or
vendor calculations are conservative for MOVs at FNP.

REQUIREl1EllTS OR GENERIC LETTER PROVISION:

The staff's rcsponse to Question 28 in Supplement 1 to Generic Letter 89-10
states that test data from other facilities or from industry organizations may

,

be used to-demonstrate the capebility of an MOV under design basis conditions,
if justified. The staff indicates the factors that should be considered in
providing this justification.

The staff's response to Question 20 in Supplement 1 indicates that confidence-

in the vendor thrust equation has been reduced by recent research results and
o>erating experience. In light of the uncertainties surrounding the vendor
tirust equation, the staff indicates that selection of a valve factor assumed
to be conservative might not be adequat'e.

I
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F!WDING CATEG0b AND NUMBER: OPEh ITEM 91 201-04

FINDING TITLE: Correction to MOV Setroint Date $htets

DESCRIPTION OF CONDITION:

The licenste's setpoint data shttts for each MOV within its generic litter
program (1) did not clearly irdichte the bases for the minimum and maximum
thrust limits (2) were not updated to include MOVAT$' latest estimates of the
accuracy of its equipment, and (3) did not specify thi meximum thrust itmits
f or certain MOVs being reevaluated.

REQUIREMENTS OR GENERIC LETTER PROVISION:

The staff's respunse to Questico 26 in Supplement I to Generic Letter 89-10
indicates that licensees should account for instrument inaccuracies when using
diagnostic equipment in applying test data between MOVs. The consideration of
MOV diagnostic equipment inaccuracies is applicable to other uses of that
equipnient as well.

The staff's response to Question 30 in Supplement 1 stetes that the parameters
measured by diagnostic equipment should be capable of providing information to
assist licensees in demonstreting that the MOV will operate under design b651s
conditions.

The staff's response to Question 4t. in Supplement 1 indicates that the NRL
inspectors should be able to verify that an appropriate analysis was performed }and that licensees should justify all assumptions,
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FINDING CATEGORY AND NUMBER: OPEN ITEM 91-201-05

f!NDlliG TITLE: Implementation of Recomendations for Annual Assessment
of H0Y Failures

"

DESCkiPTION OF C0fiDIT10N:

There were no formal procedural controls to specify the process for management
review and implementation of recomendations steming from the annual assess-
ment of MOV failures. Procedure FNP-0 EMP 1005.4 provides the guidelines for
- the at$essment and requires the assess'nent report er.d its recomendations be
reviewed and approved by the Heintenance Engineering Support Group Supervisor
and rnaintained as a preventive maintenance task record. The copy of the 1990
assessment report reviewed by the NRC team was attached to a memorandum to
file. The Maintenance Engineering Support Group Supervisor hhd signed off co
the report; however, no specific actions had been taken regarding the assess-
ment recomendations.

REQUIREMEllTS OR GENERIC LETTER PA0 VISION:

Criterier XVI of Ap g ndix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that the cause of and <

corrective actions for significant conditions adverse to quality shall be
docuurited and reported to appropriate levels of manageunt.

.
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FINDING CATEGORY AND NUMBER: OPEN ITEM 91-201-06
..

'
FINDING TITLE: Limiting Values for MOV Stroke Time Testing -

DESCRIPTION OF CONDITION:

To select the limiting value of full stroke tine in its inservice testing (IST)
program, the licensee used the technical specifications (TS) or final safety
analysis report (FSAR) value even if the normal stroke tin * for the MOV was
much shorter. This approach is contrary to good engineering practice because
the TS and FSAR may address the system performance requirements rather than the
component characteristics.

REQUIREMENTS OR GENERIC LETTER PROYlSION:

Position 5 of G3neric Letter 89-04, " Guidance on Developing Acceptable
Inservice Testing Programs," states that the full stroke time limit should be
based on the reference stroke time for the H0V, the TS limit, or the safety
analysis, whichever is morc conservative.
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FINDING CATEGORY AND NUMBER: OPEN ITEM 91 201 07

FINDING TITLE: ' Establishment of NOVATS Accuracy

DESCRIPTION OF CONDIT0h: j

The licensee uses MOVATS diagnostic equip'nent to determine the torque switch i

settings for the required minimum thrust values. However, the overall system
accuracy of the M0 VATS test equipwnt has not been confirmed.

REQUIRENENTS OR GENERIC LETTER PROVISION: 1

TN. staff's response to Question 26 in Supplement 1 to Generic Letter 89-10,

indicates that licensees should consider instrument inaccuracies when using
diagnostic equipment in applying test data between MOVs. The consideration of
MOV diagriostic equipment inaccuracies is applicable to other uses of that
equipment as well.

The staff's response to Question 30 in Supplement I sittes that, where MOV
diagnustic equipment is used, the parameters measured by-the equipment should
be capable of providing information to assist licensees in demonstrating the
capability of the H0V.

.
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APPENDlX B

An exit meeting was held on February 15, 1991, to discuss the inspection withi

; the licensee. Individuals who attended the meeting are identified below.
.-

1
'

A16bama Power
4-

| B. Badham, S.P. Engineer
| W. R. Bayne, Chm, Supt.
j S. Casey, System Perf. Supervisor
i R. L. Rederico Valve Engineer
| R. Hill, Assistant General Manager, Plant Support
| D. N. Morey, General Mahager Nuclear Flant

M. D. Pilchen, Yalve Engineer,.

E.'Stephenson, SEE IN Ccordinator
.

- M. Stinson, Assistant General Manager, DPS'-

D. Tedin, Technical Training Supervisor
J. J. Thomas,!!anager Maintenance s'rtment>

B. R. Yance, Supervisor Maintenanc =_.,gineer Support
i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission
;

5. T. . Hoffnian, . Project Manager, IJR
J. Jacobson, Tea 1. Leader, NRR:

W. D. Lanning, Branch Chief, Special Inspection Branch, NRR
: G. F. Maxwell, Sr. Resident Inspector FNP

M. M. Morgan, Resident Inspector, Farley'

1. G. Scarbrough, Sr. Hechanical Engineer EMEB, NRR.

E. J. Sullivan, Section Chief, EMEB, NRR
J. Yerokum, Reactor Engineer, Region I

,

A. F. Gibson, Director, Reacter Safety Division, Region Il'

E. H. Girard Reactor-Inspector, Region 11
D.M.Verrelli,ChiefProjectBranch1, Region 11
M. P. Huber, Re6ctor Inspector, Region 111-

C. J. Paulk, Reactor Inspector, Region IV
M. F. Runyan, Reactor inspector, Region IV

Southern Company Services

C... R. Lynch, Senior Engineer
M. G. Edison, Sr. Specialist Nuclear Engineer and LIC |

!S. L. Gates, Senior Specialist
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